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Abstract 

In the region of Flanders (northern Belgium), the first nests of the Asian hornet, Vespa velutina, were reported 
in 2016 and the species has been spreading since. Surveillance for Asian hornets and their nests was organized 
using a citizen science approach through the platform www.vespawatch.be. Reportings of observations are 
synchronized with www.inaturalist.org. After positive evaluation of an observation by the iNaturalist 
community, a coordinated network of volunteers initiates nest detection using the wick bait station method. 
This ultimately leads to nest destruction. To make the best use of volunteer time it is necessary to have an up-
to-date overview of active outbreaks of V. velutina, i.e. areas with hornet activity indicating the presence of an 
undetected nest nearby. To this end we created an interactive online map using Leaflet, the open-source 
JavaScript library for R and Github (https://inbo-vespawatch.shinyapps.io/VespaWatch_app/). The usefulness 
of this approach was tested in the management season 2021. Furthermore, trends in invasion dynamics during 
the first years since its introduction, habitat preference for nest building and species interactions of V. velutina 
in Belgium are discussed.  
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eDNA-based detection of Pacifastacus leniusculus in rivers: ddPCR and LAMP assays 
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Abstract 

eDNA-based detection methods are becoming tools of choice for invasive species detection in aquatic 
environments. Here we tested and optimized two of them, ddPCR and LAMP, in order to detect the North 
American crayfish species Pacifastacus leniusculus in streams of Luxembourg. 

ddPCR is a very sensitive detection tool that can partially mitigate inhibition effects due to the high number of 
reactions for a single sample (between 10K and 20K). However, we found that inhibitors present into water 
significantly impact the signal in term of fluorescence amplitude of positive amplification events (droplets). 
This phenomena, allied to the inherent artefactual generation of high fluorescence droplets could jeopardize 
the use of a shared threshold among samples from different origin, and thus the accurate assignation of the 
positive droplets which is particularly important for low concentration samples such as eDNA ones: 
amplification events are scarce, thus their objective discrimination as positive is crucial. We propose a new, 
simple data treatment that can mitigate these effects in order to get an optimal and consistent detection. 

LAMP assays are becoming increasingly popular in the field of invasive species detection but are still underused 
in eDNA-based monitoring. Here, we designed a LAMP assay to detect P. leniusculus. Benchmarked against 
ddPCR results, no correlation was found between ddPCR absolute concentration measurements and the 
number of LAMP-positive technical replicates. However, we showed that using dependent technical replicates 
could significantly enhance the detection sensitivity of the LAMP assay.  

The methodological improvements developed here could be applied to other assays and might allow for a more 
efficient use of eDNA-based detection of invasive species in aquatic ecosystems. 

 

 


